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RESOURCES

Session 6 Wheel Bazaar Slide Deck

Wheel Bazaar Virtual Series Website (includes video recordings and registration links)

Resources Discussed by Presenters or Posted in the Chat:

- Duke University
  - Re-Imagining Doctoral Education (RiDE)
  - Trinity College of Arts & Sciences PhD Student Peer Mentoring Groups
  - Best Practices in Mentoring – May 2021 Course Description
  - “Who’s Responsible for a PhD Student’s Success?”
- Indiana University
  - The Graduate Mentoring Center (GMC) Resources
    - The GMC Website
    - The GMC Brochure
    - The GMC June 2021 Newsletter
    - The GMC Mentoring Cohort Program Website
    - Engaging the Five-Fold Path
    - Let’s Talk About Mentoring: Reflection (Faculty)
    - Let’s Talk About Mentoring: Reflection (Students)
  - Other Mentor/Mentee Training Resources
    - NCFDD Mentoring Map
    - CGS Case Study: Great Mentoring in Graduate School
    - Lois Zachary: Mentoring Guidebooks
    - Center for Civic Reflection
- University of Virginia
  - BME Going Pro
- National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine
  - The Science of Effective Mentorship in STEM
    - Online Guide
    - Report
    - Podcast